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Well Projects is excited to present Loam Lounge, an exhibition of new works by Alex Aitken, Alice
Davies, Celeste McEvoy and Jessica Tremaine.

Loam Lounge takes place against a muted backdrop of olive green, a disparate collection of
familiar furniture casting the impression of a confused 1970s Ikea showroom. Items of furniture
become totemic supports for experimental ceramic works that draw on the history of ceramic’s
utility and materiality.

Within the content of this domestic space, the artists presenting in Loam lounge explore the
cultural significance of ceramic and the interplay between functionality and the art object - what are
these shiny things and what purpose do they serve?

-

Celeste McEvoy studied painting at Camberwell College of Arts. McEvoy’s practice explores her
personal relationship with social mobility and the desire for assimilation. This investigation takes
place by means of the collection of souvenirs, material traces of existence. These relics are
presented alongside hand-built ceramic vessels created as an ode to aspiration. McEvoy’s work
explores the gathering of cultural capital as well as the performative aspects of taste and its
ephemeral nature.

Recent exhibitions include (IF YOU DON’T PLAY), YOU CAN’T BE A WINNER (213
Kupfer Projects, London) and Thirst Prize (with Corbin Shaw, Changing Room Gallery, London)

Alice Davies’s work consists of large-scale constructions that question how we interact with
otherness, considering the separations and limitations we experience within human modes of
thinking. Using hand building techniques, she explores themes of the figurative and the unfamiliar,
the human and non-human and the natural and the unnatural. What unites these themes is using
improvisation as a tool for accessing ideas, a comfort in not always understanding and an
embracing of intuition.

Jessica Tremaine seamlessly fuses elements from the natural world with fragments from
industrial realities, often commenting on land commodification. She develops sculptures set with
paintings that display the sentimentality in essentially meaningless objects, and positivity through
unusual symbolism and characters.

Recent exhibitions include Into the Fire at Grove Collective London, U.K 2022 and
Companion Planting at Arcade Campfa - Cardiff, U.K 2021

Alexander Aitken’s practice is concerned with the hidden and stuck narratives we encounter daily
in our environment and society, creating work that aims to elevate unnoticed, normalised
fundamentals of local perspective and situations. The themes flit, from the subtle everyday
violences to the expansive agricultural landscape; but all lock in an observed, remixed and
amplified surrounding.

Recent exhibitions include Old Friends, New Friends (Collective Ending) and Openin
(Arch Gallery)

https://arcade-campfa.org/

